¡Viva Cuba!
 Won’t be long now ... doors are opening

SO HERE BEGINS AGAIN A NEW YEAR. WE HAVE a fresh set of challenges to face; dreams to imagine; goals to achieve; seeds to sow. As the sun begins its climb in the southern sky we recognize the passing of time which shall never return, neither to bother nor excite. Ahead of us lies a path possibly fraught with danger, but definitely paved with heavenly miracles. And the work goes on ....

Only Heaven knows how many minds have been set free by the publications which have gone out of our doors. The millions of books and booklets carried by faithful book evangelists (many of whom have been supported by your faithful giving) have surely done their work — and indeed are still proclaiming their silent witness.

We have taken books into almost every country on the planet. We watched the Iron Curtain fall and quickly hatched a plan to spread seeds of hope and truth across all the lands of the former Soviet Union. Still a handful of Communist countries remain largely unentered by mainstream Christianity. But their day is coming; soon the Gospel message will again be given a brief window of time to shout its tidings of joy and peace, and to announce the coming of our Lord and Savior.

If, because of so much sorrow and horror filling the news slot, you haven’t caught the tidings related to the opening of the doors into Cuba, let this short writing tell you that we are a few short weeks away from the “normalization” of relations between the USA and Cuba. We are making plans to take our books into this Caribbean island just 93 miles from the American shores. We are raising funds to print Spanish books to scatter across the country. Final numbers haven’t yet been decided, but you can be sure there will be a need for more; there always is.

But, just like in Russia, the window of opportunity will be brief. The exhilaration of freedom doesn’t linger long. Soon enough children are born into a land which is not the same as it was for their parents. Freedom of thought brings other challenges, just as it does in the United States, and before long democracy gives birth to other forms of restraint.

Won’t you make plans now to be a part of this new mission to the masses in chains? Shackles are borne not just on the wrists, but are often tighter where they are noticed least: in the mind. All your faithful offerings are appreciated and encouraged. Thank you for allowing us to be a part of your missionary activities. We’ll keep you informed of our progress.

Happy New Year!

Community Mailing® is still one of the most efficient, cost-effective ways of quickly scattering Good News across the United States—English and Spanish.

To arrange a mailing to any US Zip code, call Lary Petty: (205) 646-2941

"The work which the church might have done in a time of ease and prosperity, she will be forced to do under the most forbidding circumstances."

My gift enclosed—Keep it up!
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Sign me up for the free Enews Service (email address required).

Card #:  Expiry: / /  Security Code: 

IBE Inc. • PO Box 352 • Jemison, AL 35085 • USA

Please make checks payable to IBE, Inc., and indicate where you would like your funds used.

All Gifts are tax-deductible.

Accept my gift of $ __________

Keep up the good work!
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America in Prophecy
Will America Survive?

Many believe America has reached, perhaps surpassed, the zenith of her greatness—that she is destined to become a second-rate world power. Here are fascinating predictions about America and what the future may hold.

AP also available in Spanish.

Single copy – $7.95
11-39 copies – $2.50 each
1 case (40 @ $1.10 each) – $44

Finding Peace Within

― A book for people in need…

Thousands seek relief from today’s fast-paced lifestyles, the crippling effects of job-related stress and strained family relationships. This inspiring, easy-to-read guide offers lasting solutions that really work.

FPW also available in Spanish.

Single copy – $4.95
11-71 copies – $2 each
1 case (72 @ $.61¢ each) – $44

Hidden Treasures

― Stories from the Master Storyteller

Spellbinding stories of pearls, lost coins and treasure hidden in a field were recounted with such mystery and passion that the educated as well as the common people were drawn to Christ. Priceless reading.

Single copy – $4.95
11-47 copies – $2.50 each
1 case (48 @ $.92¢ each) – $44

Health and Happiness

― Live Longer! Live Healthier!

The medical and scientific worlds are rediscovering the Bible’s uncanny rules for good health. Ancient laws governing physical and mental health are today being confirmed. Natural remedies, faith and healing, diet and foods, and more…

Single copy – $7.95
11-47 copies – $2.50 each
1 case (48 @ $.92¢ each) – $44

Who are the Angels?

Angel sightings and angel sayings have ignited a spiritual and commercial craze—but just who or what are angels? Though often depicted as good, angels do not always dispense blessings. Excerpts from 10 chapters of America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Single copy – $2
11-199 copies – $1 each
1 case (200 @ $.24¢ each) – $48

Who are the Angels? also available in Spanish.

Single copy – $2
11-199 copies – $1 each
1 case (200 @ $.24¢ each) – $48

Books to Read and Share

Two Great Covers
One Powerful Book
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